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INTUITIVELY PRESCRIPTIVELY 



Customer Service, at the threshold of an-
other paradigm shift ... 

“Customer pays us twice—once with his money, and once with his infor-

mation, that’s worth money” … this paradigm forms the basis of the new-age CRM - 

leverage customer information X-product, X-channel, X-functions, X-touch-

points to generate revenue.  

Relationship-centric: Traditional business approach has always treated customer service as 

a cost-centre, supported by the different product verticals. But, with hyper-competition and associ-

ated margin compression, banks are being forced to re-look at  their cost structures - customer ser-

vice is a large cost centre in banks ...further aggravated by 2 major developments  - the recent eco-

nomic downturn and strict regulatory norms on intrusive selling channels. 

This has turned the focus on generating more revenue from existing customers, and on using foot-

falls more effectively - the birth of Analytical CRM, to transform customer service from a cost-

centre to a revenue-centre. Sales is also a form of Service! 

Evolution of customer service 

can be traced to 3 broad phases, 

Product-centric: a phase 

focused on creating and provid-

ing products to customers (an 

act considered customer ser-

vice). This phase was a natural extension of the 

industrial revolution and banks were driven by 

product innovations. Customer service was all 

about providing information on  products and 

their availability, and hence CRM tools were 

focused on lead management. 

Customer-centric: with product prolif-

eration coupled with marginal differentiation, 

customer service emerged as the only source of 

competitive advantage. And with a bouquet of 

products, it became imperative for banks to 

create a single-customer view to ensure supe-

rior customer service … signaling the metamor-

phosis of the ‘lead-management’ CRM into a 

‘Single-customer view’ CRM. The emphasis here 

was on 360⁰ understanding of the customer 

across multiple relationships he has with the 

bank. The focus still remained on information 

dissemination. 

"A business absolutely 

devoted to Customer Service 

Excellence will have only one 

worry about profits. They will 

be embarrassingly large." 

-Sir Henry Ford 



CustomerEye™ … the new-age CRM for 
Relationship-centric approach  
This product is purpose-built CRM has been right-engineered for 

banking, incorporating the rich first-hand banking line experience 

brought in by NettPositive. The product has been developed with 

the objective of delivering, 

 Enhanced customer contact experience 
 Drive-up frontline productivity by at least 20% 
 Facilitate increase in product cross-holding by at least 25% 

CustomerEye™ is designed to enhance customer contact experi-

ence and helping banks convert every customer touch-point into a revenue generating op-

portunity. 

100-day implementation and more ... 

What differentiates CustomerEye™ from other standard CRMs are some innovative fea-

tures incorporated from first-hand experience … few of them being 

Prescriptive 
prompts 

Performance 
drivers 

Data quality 
monitors 

Analytics 
adaptors 

Comprehensive 
Tracking 

Helps officers with relevant and focused cross-sell / up-sell pitch 

and conversation starters 

Based on customer’s behavior and transaction history 

Incorporates a proprietary XUE™ analytical engine  

Online incentive module with alerts, for  staff, to drive desired 

performance behavior 

Roll-up MI to track daily walk-ins, enquiries and conversions 

Administrator-controlled business rules layer 

Has in-built alerts that prompt the bank officer to update incor-

rect or missing information like KYC compliance, contact details, 

etc—critical in a tight regulatory environment 

Downstream workflow for core system updating 

Facility to integrate offline marketing models, and decile the 

base on the fly … for response optimization 

Permits custom segmentation schemes, and user defined Cham-

pion-Challenger sets 

Comprehensive audit trail for list generation 

Campaign response and ROI evaluation 

Automatic tracking of campaigns from a Pre-Post and Champion-

Challenger perspective 

100 days  

implementation 

Pre-built adaptors and data 

models guarantee high-

velocity and cost-effective 

engagement 

Modules built by ex-bankers 

and hence rightly optimized 

for banking, reflecting on 

speed and performance 

Right 

Engineered solution 

CORE BENEFITS 



Four tailored modules … seamlessly integrated  
At NettPositive, we fully understand and appreciate that organizational needs, including technology, 

evolve over time and there is always tight balance to be drawn between budgets and the desired 

solution. 

Keeping this in mind, the architecture of CustomerEye™ has been kept modular so that it gives 

banks the flexibility of scaling up in line with their budgeted plans. 

 

Logical architecture— Data source agnostic and Supports 
multiple touch-points 

"How you gather, 

manage and use 

information will 

determine whether you 

win or lose." 

-Bill Gates 



NettPositive is a …. 

"We've spent the last 30 

years focusing on the T 

in IT, and we'll spend the 

next 30 years focusing 

on the I." 

-Peter Drucker 

At NettPositive it’s our constant endeavor to create measurable value for our clients, and the cor-

nerstones of our ability to deliver this promise being, 

Pedigree: professionals with first-hand business domain experience 

Products & Solutions: Domain specific, Right-engineered & deployable in 100—120 days 

Practice:  Robust global delivery model for cost-effective engagements 

Participation: across the full BI & Analytics data chain—right from data cleaning and porting, to 

strategic solutioning. An overview of our participation, 

Differentiated provider of high-velocity analytics and business intelligence so-

lutions that help enterprises derive Profitable Decisions by Hardwiring Intelli-

gence into Day-to-Day decision making. Since our incorporation, we have con-

sulted & implemented our products and services across developed and emerging 

markets including Fortune 500 companies. 

Our implementations have a proven record of delivering step-change in our cli-

ents’ business KPIs and our practice has been much appreciated for our ability to 

blend incisive analytics with pragmatic business acumen to deliver cost-effective 

solutions 
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